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A CONSISTENCY STUDY OF COARSE-GRAINED DYNAMICAL
CHAINS THROUGH A NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION OF

MIXED TYPE

M. LIAO AND P. LIN

Abstract. A dynamical atomistic chain to simulate mechanical properties of a
one-dimensional material with zero temperature may be modelled by the molec-
ular dynamics (MD) model. Because the number of particles (atoms) is huge for
a MD model, in practice one often takes a much smaller number of particles to
formulate a coarse-grained approximation. We shall mainly consider the consis-
tency of the coarse-grained model with respect to the grain (mesh) size to provide
a justification to the goodness of such an approximation. In order to reduce the
characteristic oscillations with very different frequencies in such a model, we either
add a viscous term to the coarse-grained MD model or apply a space average to
the coarse-grained MD solutions for the consistency study. The coarse-grained
solution is also compared with the solution of the (macroscopic) continuum model
(a nonlinear wave equation of mixed type) to show how well the coarse-grained
model can approximate the macroscopic behavior of the material. We also briefly
study the instability of the dynamical atomistic chain and the solution of the Rie-
mann problem of the continuum model which may be related to the defect of the
atomistic chain under a large deformation in certain locations.

1. Introduction

Modelling and simulation of material motion plays an important role in under-
standing and predicting material defect behaviors, such as dislocation and dynamic
fracture [13, 21, 14, 43, 6, 32]. An atomistic level model is necessary since the atom-
istic bond is a crucial factor in such behaviors. However, a full atomistic system
is too large to handle even using the most powerful computers available. This is
where coarse-grained methods are particularly useful. Problems in this area are
very challenging to analysts and many theoretical studies so far are about steady
state models. In this paper, we shall consider a dynamical atomistic model and its
coarse-grained approximation.

Several approaches have been studied in recent years, most notably the quasicon-
tinuum method [43, 38, 28, 35], the virtual internal bond method [13, 21, 14, 45, 25],
the coarse-grained molecular dynamics [30, 31, 5, 48, 32, 47, 24, 22, 23], the het-
erogeneous multiscale method [11, 10, 9, 8], and the bridging scale method [44, 26].
Related approaches have also been proposed for simulations involving stochastic
systems [3, 18, 19]. In this paper, we consider only the deterministic, dynamical
atomistic (or so-called molecular dynamics) model. However, because the number
of atoms under consideration is huge, in practice, a coarse-grained model formulated
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by a relatively small number of particles is involved in simulation. The question is
whether the simulation result is consistent with respect to the grain (or mesh) size
and whether such a coarse-grained model could still be able to reproduce macro-
scopic properties of a material. Here, macroscopic properties may be represented
through the continuum model associated with the atomistic or coarse-grained model.

It is pointed out in [13, 21] and [14] that the prospects for this type of model in
numerical simulations of material properties are highly promising. There are not
many theoretical studies available. As an early attempt for theoretical justification,
we analyze a one-dimensional model with the nearest neighbor interaction at zero
temperature, and utilize the Lennard-Jones potential as the atomic interacting po-
tential. It is believed that considering the interaction of one atom with its nearest
neighbors is a good approximation to the original finite range interaction problem.
We will see that fundamental mathematical problems associated to this simple case
are still far from being solved.

A defect of a large deformation may probably lead to a fracture in a material. One
of such fundamental problems is that in the case of a large deformation, the type of
the associated continuum model may change from hyperbolic to elliptic. Owing to
this change, the model may be called a nonlinear wave equation of mixed type and
is ill-posed as indicated in [34]. There is almost no mathematical analysis for such
mixed type continuum equations associated with the atomistic model interacted
with the Lennard-Jones potential. There are some incomplete results in the sense
of measure-valued solutions, but only for the case where the interacting potential
is close to quadratic [7, 27]. Fortunately, a defect under a large deformation may
be formulated as a specific initial value problem, which is usually called a Riemann
problem of the nonlinear wave equation. Therefore techniques in analyzing the
Riemann problem can be used in the analysis.

Our main goal is to study the consistency of the coarse-grained solutions with
various grain (mesh) sizes. However, according to [1] we may find that the charac-
teristic frequencies of the atomistic MD model and its coarse-grained approximation
are variant at different grain sizes. So under a standard error measure, e.g. max-
imum norm, the coarse-grained solutions cannot have consistency and cannot be
an approximation to the solution of the atomistic model. Also, the coarse-grained
solution is not similar to the continuum solution, since at the macroscopic scale
(or continuum model) we do not usually see the high frequency oscillations. It is
expected that the kinetic energy corresponding to the oscillations is transferred into
other energy (cf. [1]). Thus to consider the consistency, a damping/dissipation term
needs to be introduced to the atomistic model and its coarse-grained approximation
to reduce the oscillations. One possible dissipation may be a viscous term. Another
possible way to lower the oscillations is applying a suitable space average. In [15] it
is demonstrated that for a (hyperbolic) nonlinear conservation law, the solution of a
central type spatial discretization has a limit under a space average as the mesh size
gets smaller and smaller. In [46], a generalized Irving-Kirkwood formulism for the
stress is proposed by systematically incorporating the spatial and temporal averag-
ing into the expression of continuum quantities. In this paper, besides the viscous
dissipation, we also borrow the idea of the space average from [15] to reduce the
oscillations, so that we are able to investigate if the solution of the coarse-grained
model is consistent with respect to the grain size and if the coarse-grained solution
could approximate macroscopic material properties well.
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Outline. In § 2 and § 3 we will introduce the continuum model and the atomistic
MD model, and analyze the steady state and the dynamic solution. In § 4, the
solution of the (dynamical) atomistic model or its coarse-grained approximation
and its stability will be studied. We will also analyze and numerically demonstrate
the consistency of the coarse-grained model with different grain sizes in the sense
of a space average and the sense of the viscous dissipation in § 4. We will conclude
our results in § 5.
Notation. Throughout, R denotes the real numbers.

Let M be the number of particles that are uniformly distributed in r0, 1s to form
the reference configuration X. Then the distances between each pairs of nearest
particles are identical and expressed as ∆X “ 1

M´1
. The atomic lattice scale ε

of the MD model is a specific value of ∆X. The position in space is denoted by
x “ φpX, tq (cf. Figure 1), where φ : r0, 1s ˆ r0, T s ÝÑ R. In the equilibrium study
x “ φpXq is independent of time t .

If φ is differentiable of X and t, we denote the deformation gradient by F pX, tq “
Bφ
BX

, (F pXq “ dF
dX

in the equilibrium case), and the velocity by vpX, tq “ Bφ
Bt

.
Let Φ denote the site potential, ΘpF pXqq “ ΦpF pXq, 1q stands for the continuum

energy density, and we denote σ “ Θ
1

.

2. Continuous description and equilibrium solutions

Let Φijprijq denote the interaction energy of atoms i and j, where rij “ |xi ´ xj|.
We assume that the energy functions Φij between any two atoms are identical and
simplify the notation as Φ. As is conventional in application of this aspect, we adopt
the so-called Lennard-Jones potential

Φpr, r0q “
A

4
r´2p

r0

r
q
6
` p

r0

r
q
12
s, (2.1)

where r0 is the minimal point of the potential function and A is a positive scaling
constant.

0 1 X

Fixed configuraton

Current configuraton

a x0

 

Figure 1. Deformation function φ maps the fixed configuration to
the current configuration with φp0q “ 0, φp1q “ a.

Lin and Shu [25] derived the continuum potential energy with the virtual internal
bond (VIB) method,

Econt “

ż 1

0

Θ pF pXqq dX, (2.2)

where
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ΘpF pXqq “ ΦpF pXq, 1q, (2.3)

represents the energy density of our model.
Hence the equilibrium configuration can be obtained from solving

F P arg min tEcontpF qu , (2.4)

subject to boundary conditions:

φp0q “ 0, φp1q “ a. (2.5)

F10

Θ

M0

f0

Θmin

(a) The graph of ΘpF q.

10 F
r0 Zcut

σF

Cmax

(b) The graph of σpF q.

Figure 2. Graphs of ΘpF q and σpF q “ Θ1pF q.

In the case of the Lennard-Jones potential, ΘpF q and its derivatives are almost
zero for a relatively large F , say, F ě zcut (cf. Figure 2). So we are only interested
in the region

0 ď F ď zcut, (2.6)

and assume that the material is broken down when F ě zcut. Elastic bars and their
static theories were studied by James [17]. In order to properly describe the total
energy, F pXq “ φ1pXq must exist almost everywhere and be measurable. Still, some
possibilities of the function space are left open, depending upon the weakness of
the derivative. It is indicated in [17] that the best alternative seems to be the class
of absolutely continuous functions. For each absolutely continuous function φpXq,
there is an integrable function F pXq, such that

φpXq “

ż X

0

F pY q dY,

and F pXq is existing and integrable almost everywhere. The Euler equation to find
the minimizer for the total energy Econtpφq under the class of absolutely continuous
functions are given in [17],

Θ1
pF q “ c, φp0q “ 0, φp1q “ a, (2.7)
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where c is the integration constant. The minimizer will produce the equilibrium
configuration or steady-state solution. Note that

Θ1
pF q “ 3Ar

1

F 7
´

1

F 13
s, (2.8)

and denote cmax “ maxFě0 Θ1pF q. By the definition of zcut, Θ1pzcutq is almost zero.
For simplicity, we let Θ1pzcutq “ 0 and denote

σpF q “ Θ1
pF q, for 0 ă F ď zcut. (2.9)

The graph of σ (Figure 2b) shows that there are two solutions for 0 ď c ă cmax

and only one solution for ´8 ă c ă 0. Let

tF : σpF q “ cu “

"

tb´ or b`u (assuming b´ ă b`q, 0 ď c ă cmax;
tbu, ´8 ă c ă 0.

These two cases are considered separately.

I. The case 0 ď c ă cmax. Denote the set measure as l˘ “ meastX : F pXq “ b˘u,
which can be obtained from the equations

l´ ` l` “ 1,

b´l´ ` b`l` “ φp1q ´ φp0q “ a. (2.10)

It is easy to see from Figure 2b that b˘ ě 1. So, from (2.10),

b` “ b`pl´ ` l`q ě a ě b´pl´ ` l`q “ b´ ě 1. (2.11)

Now for a given c P r0, cmaxs, b˘ are determined. From (2.10) we can have

l´ “
b` ´ a

b` ´ b´
, l` “

a´ b´
b` ´ b´

. (2.12)

Because a P pb´, b`q, c can be further constrained (cf. Figure 2b) to

0 ď c ď σpaq. (2.13)

For any given a ě 1, there are infinitely many solutions satisfying both the bound-
ary conditions (2.5) (φp0q “ 0, φp1q “ a), and the following relations

F pXq “

"

b´, tX | meastXu “ l´ ď 1u;
b`, tX | meastXu “ l` “ 1´ l´ ď 1u,

(2.14)

where 0 ď σpb˘q “ c ď σpaq.

II. The case ´8 ă c ă 0. In this case, F “ b ă 1. Also b ¨ 1 “ a. Thus,

a “ b ă 1. (2.15)

There is a unique solution:

F pXq “ a, or φpXq “ aX, X P r0, 1s. (2.16)

Next we briefly mention the stability of the equilibrium solution in the sense of
energy minimization. In [17] a stability concept (which was called metastability) was
introduced. It corresponds to the local stability in the dynamical system context,
that is, an equilibrium solution ψ is called metastable or locally stable if
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Econtpψq ď Econtpφq,

where φ is absolutely continuous and

|φ1pXq ´ ψ1pXq| ď εX a.e.

Note that the constant εX should be sufficiently small so that 0 ď ψ1pXq`εX ď zcut.
If further we have Econtpψq ă Econtpφq for all φ belonging to the class of absolutely

continuous functions, the equilibrium solution ψ is called absolutely stable. Absolute
stability corresponds to the global stability in the dynamical system context. An
equilibrium solution ψ is unstable if it is not locally stable. A necessary condition
is given in [17], that is (noting σ “ Θ1),

wpF1, F2q “ ΘpF1q´ΘpF2q´pF1´F2qσpF2q “

ż F1

F2

σpξqdξ´pF1´F2qσpF2q ě 0 a.e.

wpF1, F2q is called Weierstrass excess function. A necessary and sufficient condition
for wpF1, F2q ě 0 is that the area under the graph of σp¨q from F2 to F1 exceeds the
area of the rectangle of base pF1 ´ F2q and height σpF2q. From this criterion, for
ψ1pXq P rr0, zcuts, the solution ψ is unstable, and for ψ1pXq P p0, r0q, the solution
should be locally stable. As for the equilibrium solution ψ obtained in the case of
0 ď c ď cmax, if l` ‰ 0 then ψ is unstable; otherwise, the solution should be locally
stable. E and Ming [12] established a sharp criterion for the regime of validity, which
is analogous to our results here for one dimensional equations, with some regularity
assumptions on the solutions.

According to the explanation of phase transition phenomena in [1], two states b˘
in the case of 0 ď c ă cmax do not cause phase transition since one of the states is
not locally stable.

3. Dynamical model

In the dynamical system context, the total energy of the atomic chain with the
nearest neighbor interaction is,

H “
1

2

Na´1
ÿ

i“1

m 9x2
i `

1

2

Na´1
ÿ

i“1

rΦp|xi`1 ´ xi|, εq ` Φp|xi´1 ´ xi|, εqs , (3.1)

where Na is the total number of atoms of the chain, m is the mass of an atom.
The molecular dynamics model is obtained from Hamilton’s equations

m:xi “ rΦ
1
pxi`1 ´ xi, εq ´ Φ1pxi ´ xi´1, εqs, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Na

´ 1. (3.2)

To simulate dynamical defect movements of materials, we study the dynamical
continuum model associated with the static model discussed in the previous section

ρ0
B2φ

Bt2
“

B

BX
rσp

Bφ

BX
qs, (3.3)

satisfying boundary conditions (2.5) and initial conditions

φpX, 0q “ φ0pXq, φtpX, 0q “ v0pXq. (3.4)
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Here the density ρ0 “ m{r0 and φ is not only a function of X but also a function
of t. This is the same as the VIB model given in [13, 21, 25]. We should note that
σ1 “ Θ2 could be negative when a deformation is large, i.e. F ą r0. The equation
changes from hyperbolic to elliptic depending on the sign of σ1. Therefore the
dynamical continuum equation is of mixed type and there is almost no mathematical
analysis available in general.

Remark 3.1. In some finite temperature dynamical models, for example [2,
42] and [20], the Hamiltonian applying the coarse-grained potential energy has the
following form

HCG “ KCG ` VCG. (3.5)

The kinetic energy is (cf. [42, Equation (53)]),

KCG “

N
ÿ

i“1

}Mixi}
2

2Mi

, (3.6)

where Mi is the lumped-mass of the uniform coarse-grained mesh.
The coarse-grained potential energy is (cf. [2, Equation (2.32)]),

VCG “

nelem
ÿ

e

„

νeΘpFeq `
KBT pνe ´ 1q

2
ln Θ2

pFeq `
KBT pνe ´ 1q

2
ln

1

2πKBT
`
KBT

2
lnN



(3.7)
where nelem “ M ´ 1 is the number of elements, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant,
T stands for the temperature, νe is the number of atoms associated with element e,
Fe means the deformation gradient of element e.

Consider the zero-temperature situation, i.e. T “ 0, the Hamiltonian is written
as,

HCG “

N
ÿ

i“1

}Mixi}
2

2Mi

`

nelem
ÿ

e

νeΘpFeq. (3.8)

Thus, the corresponding dynamics model is

m:xi “
Θ1p|xi`1 ´ xi|q ´Θ1p|xi ´ xi´1|q

∆X
, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1. (3.9)

We could see that (3.2) is a special case of (3.9) with ∆X “ ε.
�

In simulation, assuming that the defect (a larger deformation) locates uniformly
in certain region, the problem could be simplified to the Riemann problem of (3.3).
As in [25], we apply techniques for the Riemann problem of conservation laws (cf.
[41, 13]) and for conservation laws of mixed type (cf. [37, 39] and [16]) to investigate
the problem.

We employ concepts and notations from [25]. Without loss of generality, let
ρ0 “ 1, the system can be expressed as

Ft ´ vX “ 0, vt ´ σpF qX “ 0, (3.10)

or
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Ut ` P pUqX “ 0, with U “

ˆ

F
v

˙

and P pUq “

ˆ

´v
´σpF q

˙

, (3.11)

where t ą 0 and 0 ď X ď 1. Consider the system (3.10) or (3.11) satisfying the
boundary conditions (2.5). We assume the following Riemann initial conditions

UpX, 0q “

$

&

%

Ul, if X P r0, 1
2
´ δq

Um, if X P r1
2
´ δ, 1

2
` δs

Ur, if X P p1
2
` δ, 1s

(3.12)

where Ul “ p1, vlpX, 0qq, Um “ p1 ` η, vmpX, 0qq and Ur “ p1, vrpX, 0qq. Here η
stands for the initial defect. The initial conditions for F are physically reasonable
since a material would usually be in its stable configuration (i.e., F “ 1 where the
potential energy reaches the minimum) until the defect is initially forced by external
effects. For a solid material, it is also reasonable to assume that the velocities are
initially the same at any part of the material, i.e., vlpX, 0q “ vmpX, 0q “ vrpX, 0q.
Without loss of generality, we assume

vlpX, 0q “ vmpX, 0q “ vrpX, 0q “ 0.

Note that (3.10) or (3.11) is a system of conservation laws of mixed type since
σ1pF q changes its sign when F passing r0. Next we consider the solution of the
Riemann problem based on the idea of admissible conditions given in [37, 16, 41].
Whenever σ1pF q ě 0, we use the notation

χpF q “ pσ1pF qq1{2 ě 0. (3.13)

The characteristic values of (3.10) or (3.11) are λ˘ “ ˘χpF q, with associated
eigenvectors ν`pF q “ p1,´χpF qq and ν´pF q “ p1, χpF qq, respectively. The system
is strictly hyperbolic in the region DH “ tF : F ă r0u, where the characteristic
values are real and distinct, and elliptic in the region DE “ tF : F ě r0u, where the
characteristic values are purely imaginary. In our Riemann problem, when 1`η ă r0,
Ul , Ur , Um all belong to DH , when 1` η ą r0, Ul , Ur P DH and Um P DE.

A state Ul “ pFl, vlq may be joined to a state Ū “ pF, vq by a (centered) shock
wave with a constant shock speed s if and only if Ul, Ū and s are related by the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (cf. [41])

v ´ vl “ ´spF ´ Flq,

σpF q ´ σpFlq “ ´spv ´ vlq. (3.14)

The function

UpX, tq “

"

Ul, if X ď st,
Ū , if X ą st

is the shock solution of the system. It is well known that to have a unique solution, a
certain type of admissibility criterion1 needs to be satisfied; for example, the entropy
criterion or the viscosity criterion for strictly hyperbolic systems. For problems of
mixed type, we adopt the generalized viscosity criterion discussed by Hsiao [16]
for the double-well potential (cf. also [37]), which generalizes the usual viscosity

1although the admissible solution may not be unique for conservation laws of mixed type (cf.
[36]).
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criterion for strictly hyperbolic systems and constrains the speed of shock solutions
wherever shock speeds are defined (cf. [16, 29]). The criterion is, one of the following
conditions is satisfied for all w between Fl and F ,

σpwq ´ σpFlq

w ´ Fl
ď
σpF q ´ σpFlq

F ´ Fl
if s ă 0, (3.15)

or

σpwq ´ σpFlq

w ´ Fl
ě
σpF q ´ σpFlq

F ´ Fl
if s ą 0, (3.16)

or

s “ 0. (3.17)

Admissible shock waves satisfying (3.15) are called 1-shocks, while those satisfying
(3.16) are called 2-shocks. Shock waves with s “ 0 are called stationary shocks.

Eliminating v ´ vl in (3.14), we obtain

s2
“
σpF q ´ σpFlq

F ´ Fl
ě 0. (3.18)

Shearer [37] observed that no states within the elliptic region can be joined by a
shock.

From the admissible criteria (3.15)-(3.17) and the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
(3.14), the following sets or curves are defined. For our Riemann problem, Ul belongs
to the hyperbolic region DH . The set of states which can be connected to the state
Ul by a 1-shock with Ul on the left must lie in the curve

S1pUlq : v ´ vl “ ´
a

pF ´ FlqpσpF q ´ σpFlqq, F ď Fl. (3.19)

The set of states which can be connected to the state Ul by a 2-shock with Ul on
the left must lie in the curve

S2pUlq : v ´ vl “ ´
a

pF ´ FlqpσpF q ´ σpFlqq, Fl ď F ď F̄ pFlq, (3.20)

where F̄ pFlq is defined by σpF̄ q “ σpFlq if Fl P p1, r0s and F̄ pFlq “ zcut if Fl ď 1
(The dash curve connecting R1 and zcut in Figure 3 describes the values of F̄ pFlq ).
It can be easily verified that

dv

dF
“ ´ps2

` σ1pF qq{2s, (3.21)

where s “ ˘
a

pσpF q ´ σpFlqq{pF ´ Flq, s ă 0 on the curve S1 and s ą 0 on the
curve S2.

We now consider rarefaction-wave solutions of (3.10) or (3.11), which have the
form U “ UpX{tq. There are two families of rarefaction waves, corresponding to
either characteristic family λ´ or λ` (called 1-rarefaction waves or 2-rarefaction
waves, respectively). As discussed by Smoller [41], let ξ “ X{t, with the chain rule,
(3.11) could be written as,

pdP ´ ξIqUξ “ 0 (3.22)

where

dP “

ˆ

0 ´1
´σ1pF q 0

˙
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The solutions of (3.22) are ξ “ λ¯, substitute them back into (3.22) to obtain

ˆ

´λ¯ ´1
´σ1pF q ´λ¯

˙ˆ

Fξ
vξ

˙

“

ˆ

0
0

˙

.

While Fξ ‰ 0, we have vξ{Fξ “ ´λ¯. Then, if a state Ul is to be joined to a state
U by a (centered) rarefaction wave, with the state U on the right of the wave, it is
necessary and sufficient that U lies on the integral curve

dv

dF
“ ´λ¯pF q “ ˘χpF q, (3.23)

and λ¯pF q is increasing along this curve from Fl to F . By integrating (3.23) through
a fixed state Ul, the set of states U , to which Ul may be joined by a rarefaction wave,
forms curves R1 (1-rarefaction waves) and R2 (2-rarefaction waves), i.e.,

R1pUlq : v ´ vl “

ż F

Fl

χpyqdy, Fl ď F ď r0, (3.24)

and

R2pUlq : v ´ vl “ ´

ż F

Fl

χpyqdy, F ď Fl. (3.25)

From (3.10) and (3.22), we could also obtain

F

ˆ

X

t

˙

“ pσ1q´1

˜

ˆ

X

t

˙2
¸

. (3.26)

We can easily verify dv{dF ą 0 and d2v{dF 2 ă 0 for the curve R1, and dv{dF ă 0
and d2v{dF 2 ą 0 for the curve R2. Figure 3 shows these curves in the v-F plane.

Figure 3. Illustration of curves S1pUlq, S2pUlq, R1pUlq and R2pUlq.

Remark 3.2. Since σpF q Ñ σpFlq as F Ñ zcut, according to (3.18) s Ñ 0 as
F Ñ zcut. By (3.21) and some calculation, we obtain
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dv

dF
“ ´

s

2
´
σ1pF q

2s
Ñ `8 as sÑ 0.

The positive sign of infinity comes from σ1pF q ă 0 when F Ñ zcut. �
Using notations from [41], we define

WipŪq “ SipŪq YRipŪq, i “ 1, 2.

For a fixed Ul P R2, we consider the family of curves

F “ tW2pŪq : Ū P W1pUlqu.

The curves of F has the following property.

Lemma 3.3. For Ul “ p1, 0q, the curves in F smoothly fill a part of v-F plane
without gaps or self-intersections.

Proof. Let Ū lie in W1pUlq. Each curve is the solution of a smooth ordinary differen-
tial equation with initial values Ū varying smoothly. By the continuous dependence
of the ODE solution on the initial data and the transversality of the curve W1pUlq
with curves in F , there are no gaps. The proof of no-self-intersection depends on
the position of connecting state U . If U lies in hyperbolic region then it has been
proved (cf. [41]). If U lies in the elliptic region E (see Figure 3), we proceed as
follows. Suppose that there are two curves both passing through U P E starting
from U1 “ pF1, v1q P W1pUlq and U2 “ pF2, v2q P W1pUlq, respectively. Without loss
of generality let v1 ă v2 and F1 ă F2 since the curve W1pUlq is strictly increasing.
Then the vertical difference of these two curves

dpU1, U2q “ v1 ´ v2 ´ ps`pF1, F qpF ´ F1q ´ s`pF2, F qpF ´ F2qq

“ v1 ´ v2 ´ ps`pF1, F q ´ s`pF2, F qqpF ´ F1q ` s`pF2, F qpF1 ´ F2q,

where s`pp1, p2q “

b

σpp1q´σpp2q
p1´p2

is the square root of the slope of the chord connecting

points p1 and p2 on the curve of σ and F ě r0 since U P E. From Figure 2b, it is
easy to see that s`pF1, F q ą s`pF2, F q for F ě r0. Hence all terms in the expression
of dpU1, U2q are negative and no self-intersection is possible.

�

Lemma 3.3 implies there exists one unique curve W2pŪq of F passes through each
state U “ pF, 0q, 1 ď F ď zcut. Then, the solution of the Riemann problem is given
by first connecting Ū1 to Ul on the right by a 1-(shock, or rarefaction) wave, then
connecting U to Ū1 on the right by a 2-(shock, or rarefaction) wave. The particular
type of occurring waves depends on the position of U . In our case, U “ Um is on
the F axis. The solution of the Riemann problem is illustrated in Figures 4 with
η ą 0 (cf. [41]).

The Riemann solution with the initial data Um in 1{2 ă X ă 1{2 ` δ and Ur in
X ą 1{2`δ can be obtained by symmetry and is also depicted in Figures 4. There is
an interaction of shocks at X “ 1{2 after time t0. The solution of the time interval
0 ď t ă t0 had been considered in [25]. In this paper, by considering an additional
Riemann problem with initial data Ū1 and Ū2 at time t0, we construct the solution
of t0 ď t ă T . Time T represents the moment when the wave reaches the outermost
boundaries.
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Figure 4. Solution of the Riemann problem for η ą 0.

4. Atomistic (MD) model and its coarse-grained approximation -
consistency studies

We have analyzed the continuum model (3.3) in the previous section. In this
section, we consider a typical spatially discretized model of (3.3) under a uniform
mesh:

ρ0
d2φj
dt2

“
1

∆X
rσp

φj`1 ´ φj
∆X

q ´ σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qs, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M ´ 1, (4.1)

and

φ0 “ 0, φM “ a, (4.2)

where ∆X “ 1
M´1

. Such a discrete model with ∆X “ ε corresponds to a mass-spring
chain (cf. [1]) or the MD model (3.2). Compared with the function σ “ Θ1 in (2.8),
the discrete model (4.1) is actually the same as the nearest neighbor interaction
MD model (3.2), since if ∆X “ ε, 1

ε
σ
`

r
ε

˘

“ Φ1pr, εq. So we can regard the nearest
neighbor interaction MD model as a discretization of the continuum model with a
very fine mesh size ε.

In the rest of this section, we will briefly study the instability of the model (the
atomistic model or its coarse-grained approximation) with a large deformation and
consider the consistency of the coarse-grained model (discrete model with a large
mesh size).

4.1. Stability effects with a large deformation. We have mentioned that the
continuum model (3.3) is of mixed type, since the sign of σ1 would switch to negative

at a large deformation gradient F ą r0. When
φj´φj´1

∆X
is large, this may also happen

to the discretization (4.1). With this sign change, the spatial operator or the matrix
of the discrete problem would have positive eigenvalues. This fact implies that the
linearized problem would be unstable, i.e. an exponentially increasing solution with
respect to time t. Any numerical method would fail in this situation. Fortunately,
in this section we will show by an example that this exponential increase is only
related to the linearization of the problem. For the original nonlinear problem, the
situation is better — its solution is always bounded.

We linearize the discrete model (4.1) at a time dependent state Fj “ F pXj, tq “
Bφ
BX
pXj, tq,
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σp
φj`1 ´ φj

∆X
q « σpFjq ` σ

1
pFjqp

φj`1 ´ φj
∆X

´ Fjq,

σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
q « σpFjq ` σ

1
pFjqp

φj ´ φj´1

∆X
´ Fjq.

Substitute them into (4.1) to have

ρ0
d2φj
dt2

´ σ1pFjq
φj`1 ´ 2φj ` φj´1

p∆Xq2
“ 0, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M ´ 1. (4.3)

Notice that the right hand side of (4.3) should be the truncation error Opp∆Xq2q.
We freeze the variable coefficient σ1pFjq to study the stability. Let

φjptq “ φ̄eλt`ikj∆X ,

with some constant φ̄. λ satisfies,

λ˘ “

d

´4σ1

p∆Xq2
sin2p

k∆X

2
q. (4.4)

So if σ1 ă 0, the solution increases exponentially to infinity as t increases. For-
tunately, in practice, if a fracture is caused by a defect, the fracture time may be
short, and during the process |σ1| becomes smaller and smaller. This would make the
exponential growth of a solution less serious. In addition, for the original nonlinear
semi-discrete model, we would not see any exponential growth of the solution.

The reason is that the original nonlinear semi-discrete model is a Hamiltonian
system and we will show below that the energy is bounded for the perturbed problem,
so its solution is bounded. Hence the solution is at least not exponentially growing.

Consider (4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2) and the perturbed initial conditions
about the equilibrium solution aXi:

φip0q “ aXi `Opεq, pφiqtp0q “ Opεq. (4.5)

We consider the Opεq perturbation only to compare with the linearized case. For
perturbations which are not small, the following argument holds as well.

Define

Ed
pφh, φht q “

ρ0

2M

M´1
ÿ

j“1

pφjq
2
t `

1

M

M
ÿ

j“1

Θp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
q, (4.6)

where φh “ pφ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φM´1q
T and φht “ ppφ1qt, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pφM´1qtq

T . The following theorem
states that the energy Ed is bounded for all time. The boundedness of the energy
ensures that the material would not break down.

Theorem 4.1. For the solution of (4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2) and initial
conditions (4.5), the energy Ed does not increase with respect to the time t or

Ed
pφh, φht q “ Ed

pφhp0q, φht p0qq.
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Proof. Multiplying (4.1) by pφjqt and summing the equations from 1 to M ´ 1, we
have (noting σ “ Θ1)

ρ0
1

2
p

M´1
ÿ

j“1

pφjq
2
t qt

“
1

∆X

M´1
ÿ

j“1

σp
φj`1 ´ φj

∆X
qpφjqt ´

1

∆X

M´1
ÿ

j“1

σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qpφjqt

“
1

∆X

M
ÿ

j“2

σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qpφj´1qt ´

1

∆X

M´1
ÿ

j“1

σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qpφjqt

“ ´

M
ÿ

j“1

σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qt “ ´

M
ÿ

j“1

Θp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qt.

By the definition of Ed (4.6), we obtain

pEd
qt “ 0. (4.7)

Hence, the energy Ed does not increase with respect to the time t or

Ed
pφh, φht q “ Ed

pφhp0q, φht p0qq. (4.8)

Here φh “ pφ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φM´1q
T and φht “ ppφ1qt, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pφM´1qtq

T . Hence the energy Ed

is bounded for all t. �

The following theorem gives the bound and also the global existence of the solution
of (4.1) based on the above energy conservation Theorem 4.1. The existence of a
global solution is the prerequisite of the consistency study.

Theorem 4.2. For the solution of (4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2) and initial
conditions (3.4), we have

}vh}2 ď
2

ρ0

rEd
pφhp0q, vhp0qq ` |Θmin|s “ Op1q, }φh}8 ď a,

where φh “ pφ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φM´1q
T , vh “ φht “ ppφ1qt, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pφM´1qtq

T , }vh}2 “ p
1
M

řM´1
j“1 pφjq

2
t q

1
2

and Θmin represents the minimum value of Θ (cf. Figure 2a). Hence there exists a
global solution φhptq P C1 of (4.1), (4.2), (3.4).

Proof. The bound for }vh}2 results immediately from the definition of Ed, the energy
estimate (4.8) and ´Θ ď |Θmin|. For the boundedness of φj, we only need to
show that the atoms do not cross one another since if so, φj will stay between two
end atoms; i.e., between φ0 “ 0 and φM “ a. Indeed, if there is a crossing, say
φi0 “ φi0´1, then from the expression of the energy Edpφh, vhq, we easily see that it
goes to 8 at the crossing point. This is a contradiction with the boundedness (4.8).
So 0 ď φj ď a. This proves the boundedness of }φh}8. We then conclude that there
exists a global solution φjptq P C1 for all t ą 02 since the solution must go to infinity
if it cannot expand at some time t (cf. [?] Theorem 2.1.4]). �

So unlike the linearized problem, the solution of the original nonlinear problem
will not grow to infinity.

2The justification of C1 is that Θ P C1 if φj , j “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M , do not cross each other.
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4.2. Consistency of the coarse-grained model with different grain sizes. In
this section, we consider whether the coarse-grained model of (4.1) could be a good
approximation to the MD model. Since the MD model is the same as the coarse-
grained model with mesh size ε, if the coarse-grained model is a good approximation
to itself with a smaller mesh size, then perhaps the coarse-grained model would be
a good approximation to the MD model. Unfortunately, this is not usually the case.
As pointed out in [1], if we treat the discrete model as a chain of mass-spring elements
in a fixed length r0, as and assume the spring has constant static stiffness, then the
stiffness k of each spring is proportional to the number of mass-spring elements, say
M , in the chain, and the mass m of each element is inversely proportional to M .
Therefore the characteristic frequency ω is proportional to M :

ω “
a

kpMq{mpMq „M.

Thus the coarse-grained model is generally not a good approximation to itself
with a smaller mesh size, since the characteristic frequencies of them may be largely
different (cf. [4]). From the viewpoint of shock capturing, the coarse-grained model
is not a good approximation to the dynamical model either. The discrete model
involves a central difference scheme, which is not recommended in finding the shock
solution since it would cause oscillations near the shock discontinuity that would
ultimately destroy the solution. To show this, consider the model with ρ0 “ 1, 3A “
0.25 (A is the constant in (2.1) and (2.8)) and solve the semi-discrete differential
equation by MATLAB built-in ODE solver ODE45. We choose the following initial
values

F “

$

&

%

s1 if X P r0, 1
2
´ δs,

s2 if X P p1
2
´ δ, 1

2
` δq,

s1 if X P r1
2
` δ, 1s.

(4.9)

Taking s1 “ 0.6 and s2 “ 1.2, Figure 5 indicates that the frequencies of oscillations
of F and v increase with rising M , for M P t16, 32, 64, 128u.

On the other hand, as M Ñ 8 (continuum limit) the characteristic frequency
goes to infinity. The high-frequency oscillation becomes “invisible” in the limit. This
suggests that to discuss the coarse-grained approximation, the oscillations should be
reduced in some measures. In this paper, we consider two types of such measures.

4.2.1. Coarse-grained solution in the measure of the viscous dissipation. Balk et. al.
[1] interpreted that the kinetic energy corresponding to high-frequency oscillations
will be transferred into heat. So one type of measure is to add an energy-dissipative
term. According to [16], the admissible criterion of shock we adopted is derived
from the relatively simple viscous system

ρ0vt “ σpF qX ` µvXX , (4.10)

Ft ´ vX “ 0, (4.11)

or

ρ0
B2φ

Bt2
“

B

BX
rσp

Bφ

BX
qs ` µ

B3φ

BtBX2
. (4.12)
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Figure 5. Graphs of F vs. X in the top line and v vs. X in the
bottom line at t “ 1 for M P t16, 32, 64, 128u with s1 “ 0.6, s2 “ 1.2
and δ “ 0.01.

This kind of viscous term was also used by Málek et. al. [27] to discuss other

non-convex potential energy. We thus add the spatial discretization of µ B3φ
BtBX2 as a

dissipative term to (4.1), and obtain,

ρ0
B2φj
Bt2

“
1

∆X
rσp

φj`1 ´ φj
∆X

q ´ σp
φj ´ φj´1

∆X
qs ` µ

d

dt
p
φj`1 ´ 2φj ` φj´1

p∆Xq2
q. (4.13)

The stability effect of a large deformation to (4.13) was studied in [25]. The
exponential growth also happens for the linearization of (4.13). Similarly to § 4.1,
the energy Ed of (4.13) does not increase with respect to time, which ensures the
boundedness and global existence of the solution with the viscous dissipation. This
implies that the exponential growth phenomenon for the linearized model will not
occur for the above equation.

Analogous to the error analysis in [25], we define

Hd
“

1

2M

M´1
ÿ

j“1

pEjq2t `
1

2M

M
ÿ

j“1

ˆ

Ej ´ Ej´1

∆X

˙2

, (4.14)

where Ejptq “ φpXj, tq ´ φRpXj, tq, as a measure of the distance between solutions,
and φRpXj, tq represents the reference solution.

The oscillations in Figure 6 propagate near shocks as time increases, where the
initial values of (4.9) are s1 “ 1 and s2 “ 1.1. The Riemann solution illustrated by
Figure 4 is computed by (3.25) and (3.26) for 0 ď t ă t0 as in [25], and through
(3.20) we calculate the Riemann solution for t0 ď t ă T . Since the coarse-grained
model (4.13) is an approximation of the Riemann problem in the theory of hyper-
bolic conservation laws, the Riemann solution serves as the reference solution φR
to compute Hd. Physically speaking, this comparison may indicate how well the
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Figure 6. Numerical results with the viscous dissipation: F vs. X
(top line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and
∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.1 ă r0 “ 1.1087, δ “ 0.1, and µ “ 0.01.
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time=0.02s,rate=2.346
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time=0.06s,rate=2.419

time=0.08s,rate=2.285

Figure 7. Hd vs. ∆X in the viscous dissipation sense for ∆X “
1
M
, M P t16, 32, 64, 128u at t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and ∆t “ 0.02 with

s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.1 ă r0 “ 1.1087, δ “ 0.1, and µ “ 0.01.

coarse-grained solution could simulate the macroscopic feature of the material (the
Riemann solution of the continuum model).
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Figure 8. Numerical results with the viscous dissipation: F vs. X
(top line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4,
and ∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.15 ą r0 “ 1.1087, δ “ 0.1, and
µ “ 0.01.

We choose δ “ 0.1, ρ0 “ 1, 3A “ 0.25, µ “ 0.01, and M P t16, 32, 64, 128u
in our numerical experiments. In Figure 6-7, we choose s1 “ 1 and s2 “ 1.1, the
solution U “ pF, vq is always in the hyperbolic region. Figure 6 describes that the
coarse-grained model can approximate the main feature of the continuum model.
We could see from Figure 7 that Hd decreases with increasing M , which means
the coarse-grained solutions get closer to the Riemann solution with greater M . In
Figures 8-9, we keep s1 “ 1, and choose s2 “ 1.15 which is slightly greater than
r0 “ 1.1087. At the beginning, U lies partially (X P r1{2 ´ δ, 1{2 ` δs) in the
elliptic region. The solution goes quickly from the elliptic region to the hyperbolic
region and then stays in the hyperbolic region. In this case, the coarse-grained
model can still mimic the macroscopic feature. In Figures 10, we choose s1 “ 1
and s2 “ 1.3, the initial value of U is partially in the elliptic region. We can see
that an approximately stationary shock occurs. These results indicate that if the
initial deformation gradients are smaller than r0 or not significantly larger than r0,
the coarse-grained model in the measure of the viscous dissipation is consistent and
reproduces the continuum solution pretty well. However, when the deformation is
sufficiently large, this coarse-grained approximation is unreliable.

4.2.2. Coarse-grained solution in the measure of a space average. Theorems 4.1 and
4.2 ensure the existence of a global solution of (4.1). Now we turn to another type
of measure of the coarse-grained solution. Hou and Lax [15] pointed out that the
weak limits of F and v were determined by a suitable space average. Convoluting
F as a function of X with a mollifier gτ , we obtain the average value of F denoted
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Figure 9. Hd vs. ∆X in the viscous dissipation sense for ∆X “
1
M
, M P t16, 32, 64, 128u at t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and ∆t “ 0.02 with

s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.15 ą r0 “ 1.1087, δ “ 0.1, and µ “ 0.01.
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Figure 10. Numerical results with the viscous dissipation: F vs. X
(top line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and
∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.3 ą r0 “ 1.1087, δ “ 0.1, and µ “ 0.01.

as Favg,
Favg “ F ˚ gτ , (4.15)
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where

gτ pXqs “
1

τ
g

ˆ

X

τ

˙

,

and

gpXq “

"

1` cosp2πXq, ´1
2
ď X ď 1

2
;

0, otherwise.

The value of τ is determined experimentally to make the support of gτ small with
respect to 1, and large with respect to ∆X. In numerical experiments, we take τ “ 4
for M “ 16 or 32, and τ “ 6 for M “ 64 or 128.
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Figure 11. Numerical results with a space average: F vs. X (top
line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and
∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.1 ă r0 “ 1.1087, and δ “ 0.1.

When considering the solution in the measure of a space average, the MD solution
ought to be the reference solution for the consistency study. However, in numerical
experiments, as we did in the measure of the viscous dissipation in previous subsec-
tion, the coarse-grained solutions in the sense of a space average are also compared
with the Riemann solution, although there is no theoretical result about their rela-
tionship. In addition, this comparison may also indicate how well the coarse-grained
solution of the atomistic model could approximate the macroscopic feature of the
material (the Riemann solution of the continuum model).

We choose the same parameters as in the examples measured with the viscous dis-
sipation in § 4.2.1, i.e. δ “ 0.1, ρ0 “ 1, 3A “ 0.25, and M P t16, 32, 64, 128u. In
Figure 11-12, choose s1 “ 1 and s2 “ 1.1 ă r0 “ 1.1087 so that U “ pF, vq stays in
the hyperbolic region. In Figures 13-14, we keep s1 “ 1, and choose s2 “ 1.15 ą r0

to make the initial values of U lie in the elliptic region when X P r1{2´δ, 1{2`δs. For
U is either always in the hyperbolic region or in the elliptic region for a short time,
the solutions in the measure of a space average can simulate the main properties
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Figure 12. Hd vs. ∆X in the space average sense for ∆X “ 1
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t16, 32, 64, 128u at t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and ∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1,
s2 “ 1.1 ă r0 “ 1.1087, and δ “ 0.1.
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Figure 13. Numerical results with a space average: F vs. X (top
line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and
∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.15 ą r0 “ 1.1087, and δ “ 0.1.

of the continuum model, and the solutions get closer (distances are measured with
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Figure 14. Hd vs. ∆X in the space average sense for ∆X “ 1
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t16, 32, 64, 128u at t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and ∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1,
s2 “ 1.15 ą r0 “ 1.1087, and δ “ 0.1.
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Figure 15. Numerical results with a space average: F vs. X (top
line) and v vs. X (bottom line) for t “ i∆t, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and
∆t “ 0.02 with s1 “ 1, s2 “ 1.3 ą r0 “ 1.1087, and δ “ 0.1.

Hd) to the Riemann solution with decreasing ∆X. In Figures 15, choose s1 “ 1 and
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s2 “ 1.3. An approximately stationary shock occurs. These results indicate that the
coarse-grained model in the measure of the space average is consistent and approx-
imates the macroscopic feature pretty well if the initial deformation gradients are
smaller than r0 or not significantly larger than r0. However, when the deformation
is sufficiently large, this coarse-grained approximation is unreliable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we consider a coarse-grained approximation based on the virtual
internal bond method. We focus especially on the consistency of the coarse-grained
model with respect to the grain (or mesh) size. Since the solution of continuum
model represents the macroscopic properties of the material, a defect under a uniform
large deformation may be related to the Riemann problem of the continuum model
(a nonlinear wave equation of mixed type). By comparing the solutions between
the Riemann problem of the continuum model and the coarse-grained model under
certain measures we examine how well the coarse-grained model can approximate
the macroscopic properties of the material.

According to our numerical results, the coarse-grained model using either the
viscous dissipation or the space average seems to be a consistent approximation of
the molecular dynamics model in the relatively small deformation with sufficient
large M . But with a large deformation, there is no good approximation to the MD
model in either the viscous dissipation sense or the space average sense.

The instability of the linearized model does not prevent the existence and bound-
edness of the solution of the original nonlinear model even if s2 is slightly greater
than r0. However, it may be the reason of the inconsistency of the coarse-grained
model we observed in this study when s2 is sufficiently greater than r0.

This opens an avenue for further studies of longer range interactions, atomistic
to continuum coupling model, and higher dimensional problems. Especially the
problem that couples the nonlinear wave equation in a small deformation region
(hyperbolic region) to an atomistic level model for a large deformation (elliptic
region) to simulate the fracture dynamics. We refer to [39, 37, 40] and [33] for
other choices of the dissipative term for zero temperature simulation in the future.
Moreover, since the hot-QC method (cf. [2, 42]) and the hyper-QC method (cf.
[20]) constructed a correction to obtain a second order accuracy in temperature,
the correction offers us an idea to construct a temperature related dissipative term.
The construction of the solution of Riemann problem for higher dimensions is highly
challenging, but numerical studies could certainly be extended to higher dimensions
and finite range interactions.
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